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I. BANDUM! GONFEREME 
Consensus: while the strong antzt-‘-Oamunist stand made at Bandung 

by aeverEI 01‘ US allies was gratifying Chou made the goateat gains 
by his soft talk. Several staunch mtg.-Gozmnuniat leaders came away from 
the meeting convinced of Chews desire to lesson tonaiomn Moreover, Chews refusal to engage in debate obviated aw peaoemaking by Nah:-u., 
As a result, the latter gained little from tho meeting and in fact 
probably lost stature as an Asian leader. 

MILLIKAN: The west gained to the extent that the assuranoes Chou 
gave" to the Asian countries will be hard to go back on. On the other 
hand, chouis peace tactics am more difficult for the West to counter 
than agyessive military action. KNORR: Why was there surpnae at 
0hou*s action? It is probably apparent to the Ghinase Gommtmista that 
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much was to be gain/ad at/Bandung by adopting an attitude oi‘ "sweet 
reasonableness." HOOVER, with MILLIKAN agreeing: Chou‘: action 
was merely a tactic and not an indication that Communist Chine will 
so/chew violence or will accept peaceful eettlement of such a basic 
issue as control of Tainan. In this tactic, Chou exploited the prestige 
which Columnist Chine. gained from Oommmist military victories in Korea 
Elli 

IANGER: Chou my also have adopted his soft approach because he 
believed the Indians were becoming disturbed by Gbineae threats to 
resort to militaxzy action in the Taiwan straits. MOSLEI: Nehru is 
probably bitter about the "militaristic" policies oi’ the west, 
particularly of the US, and is in/ol.iued to overlook Chinese truoulcncet 
SONTAQ: India, umler Nchrwe leadership, will probably not oppose with 
force if-hinese advances short of its cam border. The soft 
approach of the Chinese 9-onmmniste at Bandung carved to convince Nehru 
thathisistherightconree, MlLLIKAN:_ Indienightbetoughine 
crisis and, for emmple, com to the aid of Bmm, Moreover, the fact 
tbstlnciiscentumtotbeweetforhelpetmtime, pace its 
potential source or strength in its dealing with Communist (Shins. 
LIfiGOLN-.- Nehru probably considers that the Asian problems are primarily 
political, and that the US has been too military in its approsehe 

II. ARE OHAIBES IN SOVIET LEADERSHIP SIQIIFIOANT IN IELATIOH TO P0113! 

1~IOSLE'l'z. while there is no eolid evidence, it is probably tellec_ioue 
to associate specific Soviet policies with particular lcaderso In 
fact, as in any government, disputes among top rank leaders must telne" 
place constantly. LINDER: Perhaps, on occasion, s policy issue is 
used as a pretext-'to rationalize the action. of s; successful power-eeeluere 

STRAIER and HOOVER: There exists in tact a dimct association 
between certain leaders and certain Soviet policies» LAH@R: We 
should not drew sharp distinction between a struggle for power and 
policy disputes because both are probably always involved. On the 
other hand, with the exception of Germany and China policies, there 
are probably no serious differences on the basic principles which underlie 
policy. MILLIKAN: Moreover, the relative importance ct differences 
regarding policy has probably increased since the death of Stalin» 

Gonseneus: In general, the Soviet government currently appears 
to have geafir flexibility in operation than during Stalin's era, 
In pert this is probably a manifestation of collective decision-taking in 
the absence of a single person who hes tin ultimate power of decieione 
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III- 00MPOSI1'ION OF IEADERSHIP AND ROLE PLAXED BI THE I-IIILITAFH’ 
MOSIGEI: ‘flare is nothing to indicate any real oonfliot botuoon 

the old Bolsheviks afi the younger loaders Iran the professional 
managers Qoltpa The latter have beentrainedbytho form: andwhile 
thayaronowoooiugintopoliqyroloa, thoyare oti1J.undarthe 
guidance of older hando- 

A 
SOMAB: Tho Arm may bo a real aoumo oi‘ dittioulw for Boviot 

loaders, particularly if the hiatorioal analog’ oi‘ the Prussian offioor 
applies. The loyalty of the Prmaian officer was to his own 

corps, to its code and to its leads:-5.. N03131: Dioagnoed. Loyalty tooorpo ox-topaz‘-aondoos not supersede layaltyoftho Sovietamy to the government. ‘rho Paw has control oi’ selection and promotion oi‘ 
officers, ‘rho Arw has remained aloof from internal party and leader 
oontlioto. Evan Bulganin, ii‘ he get-o into diifioultiaa, oould not mow a "ooz-pom1'o guard" for political plmpoooo. won-an; while thin mybe so, theAnwmynowbeox1artingitapo1|o:*inaanbt1oway 
rather than seeking to aoiuo power overtly, 
IV. SINO-SOVIET REIATIONS 

SONTAG, with HOOVER. concurring: The categorization of the 35.no- Soviot relationship an an allianoo wrongly implies the existence of a relationahip Similar to that between the US and the UK, including the supponitiom that one partner nigxt easily leave the other. LINCOLN: The possibility oi’ a split bemoan the Soviet Union and Gomomniot China cannot ‘ho excluded for the midqlo and long tom. For example, the Ghinoso my eventually attempt to alleviate population proasuro by expanding North and wast as they have dons before. LAN@Rz ' 

Tho Ghimae have not forgotten thair historioal conflicts with the Russians and the fact that the Ghinoso once controlled the Maritims provinoes 
. The mic:-21$ oi‘ the consultants seemed to agree that "allianoa" 

ha. a wor o t relationshi articular pro was pnoper or ino-S vie p, p 1y 
. since, in their view, common interests are more impo:rtant than ideology in binding the hm countries together. MILLJIKMI, MOSIEY, and HOOVER: Tho presuppositions, tho tactical and strategic concepts, and the totalitarian control of aooioty developed from the communist ideoiog are more important than tho ideology itself. STBAYER: The bond of ideolog would have atmngtll only so long as the national interests of the Soviet Union and Cammiot chim. did not booom too divergent, 
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V, MEANING OF THE SOVIET ACTION WITH RESPHP1‘ T0 THE AUSTRIAN TREATY 

In general, the Consultants agreed that the Soviet action was 
deigned, in large meaaure, ‘£5 slow dorm or temporarily to halt German 
rearnament. There was ag-cement that Soviet withdrawal from Austria 
did not represent a. costly retreat by the Soviets. MOSIEI: The 
Soviets acted precipitously ea s. result or French agreeing to German 
reamanent. The Austrian. agreement indicates to the Germans that they 
could do better through direct mgotietion with the Sovietae The 
Soviets probably believe that by appearing to be willing to negotiate 
they can delay rearmamnt for a couple of years, during which time 
there would always ‘be hope for e favorable change in the situatione For 
example, a Socialist government might com to power and seek to

, 

negotiate with the Soviets. 

On the other hand, there was general agreement that tm Soviet 
Union would not ame to a similar withdrawal from East Germnye KNORR 
and MOSIEI: The possibility exists that the Soviets might accept the 
rick and agree to the withch.-anal of foreign forces from Germany and 
to German self-reunification, believing that the West would not accept 
such a proposal and would fear the onus for blocking German rowmificetiom, 
SONTAG: The Soviets would never seriously propose or accept any 
proposal which called i'or unification on the basic of raeutrelization " 

‘because they realize that any major country, and particularly Germny, 
could not be kept in such a pooition. Flrtherroore, Soviet leaders 
must realize that before World war II 5oviet growth was blocked by 
Germany and, to a lesser extent, hy Japam Therefore, the Bovieta 
will never accept a policy which creates once again an exmd, unified 
Ger-manye STRAIER: It is possible, however, that the dewelopmnt of 
new weapons may render invalid the concept of buffer. etatese 

The Consultants agreed generally that Soviet action with respect 
to Austria pm-BEEF resulted in part from Soviot fear that war will 
develop between communist Gains. and the US. ‘me Soviets desire to stay out of such hostilities and at the some time to appear as a "peace-loving" 
country to the European allies? of the US, in anticipation of the 
weakening of NATO in these circumstances. MOSIEI: The Soviets nr!.@t 
hope that in ouch a situation US allieo in Europe, in seeking to dis- 
associete tmmselvoe from the ear in the Far East, migzt request with» 
drawal of US forces £1-om bases in Europa. LARGER: The Russian action 
should perhaps be conceived of as a pledge of "peaceful" intentions on 
the pert of the USSR. HOOVER: By the Austrian move, the Soviets 
gained greater flexibility should hostilities begin in the Far East we 
the Soviet Union could at-and aaifi as a third party or intervene as it 
chooses” H031-ET: Moreover, the Soviets might not oppose a. war in the 
For East between Goomiet Chine and the US if they were convinced it 
could be inept local ized, believing they would gain to the extent that 
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Chinese dependence on the Soviet Union tor supplies increased and that 
US re-lationa with its European allies were weakened, 

The Consultant: did not seem to accept as a third possibility 
that the Sofie? acflon was part of a general Gommmiet policy directed

c 

to a' world-wide detonte. I-6.N®R: While he believed this was a possibility 
that should be considered, he believed such was probably not the cue. 
The Soviets migzt tab this course of action because they found the 
increasing coat or the ormmnto race too peat a burden, because they 
reared that the U5 would retaliate agioat tho USSR should hoatfiities 
begin anywhere in the world, and ‘oecauae internally, they were somewhat 
dicorganized by the death oi’ Stalin am had not fully worked out a 
replacement organisation. SON'1‘AGz It was dangerous to pursue this lim 
of reasoning. Why should the Gamcmieta quit and cook a dctente 
uhen in fact the situation in the non-C‘-onmunict world is rotten? 

VI. SOVIET ECONOMIC SIEUATEON
4 

HOOVER: The economic situation, particularly with respect to 
agriculture, is actually worse than the Soviet estimate indicated. 
While them ii probably no mtual starvation in the Soviet Union, 
food is hard to get. However, this economc weclmoao is not likely to 
force the Soviet loaders to soak a detente or to adopt n "friendly" 
fomigi policy. 

KNOBR: The 3oviet agfilculturol situation in not at a crisis stage 
but is rather a long tom problnm The principal componenta of the 
agricultural problem are: the relatively poor location or the bulk 
ofarlbleland (north of ho parallel - Lmcom): inability to mum.» 
the peasant contribution; and insufficient cvailabilityot resources 
for investment in this sector oi‘ the economy", In the long run, uuleeo 
the agicultural problem is overcome the Soviets will not achieve their 
goalo and the Soviet loaders will be faced with incmasiugly difficult 
choices as defense coats increase, consumer demand grows, and the need 
for investmnt remains high, LANGER: ‘fended to agree with longer tom concept. The Soviets am planners and consider possible shortages 
in terms or the affect on other programs, Thus agrioultwal shortfalls 
must be considered with the increasing coat of arms and the possibility 
of war-demands from Communist china. lfhey are aware that in a peaceful 
period they would lava more resources available to further their planned 
development; however, than are no signs that they are about to act 
on this naamnptione ‘ 

VII. FUTUIE WAR: SOVIET GAICULATION OF RISKS AND POSSBILITI OF 

The Gomultants appeared. to agree that both the 5cviot Union and 
the US avoid major yer in the ztutura because the deatructiveneas 
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of new weapons renders a "profitable" victory impossible» IHOHBVBF, 
there was not agreement concerning the possibility of keeping local 
wars local or the possibility that local wars will occur in the fu'a1re. 

REITZEL: while general war would be avoided because of the 
balance of force, local aggressions, in which conventional weapons 
alone would be used, will probably occur. mm: The Soviets do 
not seek uador war,‘ However, the principal deterrent is not a balance 
of forces but the tact that the US, at least for a certain fixture 
period, will have superior nuclear capahilitioso Should the US 
employ tactical nuclear weapons in a local war, Soviets might estimte 
they would shortly become a target. In smh a situation, the Soviets 
might decide not to sit and wait for the blow but would launch a 
surprise attack against the US, LARGER, MOSLEI, and KNOBE: Such wars 
would be limited to the For East because a war in Europe could not avoid 
the inclusion of major powers and the use of all weapons. MOSLEZ‘: The 
Soviet Union would be cautious and uould always calculate the possibility 
of quick victory against the chances that a local uar could be kept 
localized. HOOVER: There still exists gave danger that gemral 
war -‘could occur because even the horror oi‘ general nuclear uar new 
not prove to be sufficient to keep a local war local. LINCOLN: Mwbe 
the question oi‘ whether limited war will occur is not the right one. 
Perhaps it is more likely that countries will bring pressure on political 
negotiations by flexing their muscles rather than seeking to prove 
their strength in a power 30313981-'|o 
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